


Established in 2010, Vivo Gaming is a leading provider of premium Online Gaming Software solutions, boasting an 

extensive portfolio of proprietary Live Casino Games, having launched well over a dozen Live Dealer Studios globally 

since its inception. This is combined with the aggregation of industry-leading third-party RNG, slots, and table games, 

as well as sports betting products, virtual sports, bingo, and much more!

Our mission is to help strategically grow your brand with a seamless Live Dealer Integration perfected through years 

of experience. We offer an easy-to-implement solution that will effectively adapt to your existing platforms. At Vivo 

Gaming, we strive to equip our partners with cutting-edge tools including data feed API, customized products, and a 

wide selection of promotional applications. 

OVERVIEW

ABOUT VIVO GAMING

TECHNOLOGY
In-house developed, secure and 
simple to integrate

CUSTOMIZABLE PRODUCTS
Brand and localize the products to create
a bespoke experience

EXPERIENCE
15 Years of experience
in the gaming industry

DESIGN
Specialized team with the best practices
in UX/UI design for Live Casinos

BOUTIQUE SERVICE
Personal attention to our partners
is the key to success

+130
CLIENTS

+70
COUNTRIES

+500
EMPLOYEES 

+150
TABLES

24/7



OVERVIEW

PRESENCE AROUND THE GLOBE
We have supplied such industry-leading solutions to tier-one clients, including BetConstruct, Everymatrix, Parimatch, 

Pronet Gaming and Digitain, with a full and first-class games portfolio ensuring they remain competitive across a wide 

range of markets.

UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES

REPUBLIC OF CHINA

ROMANIA

TAIWAN

BUCHAREST

DUBAI

INDUSTRY LEADING TECHNOLOGY OPTIMIZED
THROUGH YEARS OF EXPERIENCE



OUR GAMES

MAIN

LIVE ROULETTE

FEATURES

Vivo Gaming's classic European and American Roulette gives your players the authentic experience of a fully equipped 
land-based casino, with auto versions available for both. Professional dealers create a welcoming and interactive atmosphe-
re, further enhancing the Live Dealer experience. 

Our Roulette software manages an infinite number of active players simultaneously. Over a dozen Roulette tables are 
streamed 24/7 from numerous studios across the globe, providing players with multiple options to choose their preferred 
table based on studio design, dealers and language.

This Game Is Compatible With: Multilingual Dealers-4 Spoken Languages

Vivo Roulette Game Versions

American
ROULETTE
RTP:94.74%

European
ROULETTE
RTP:97.3%

HTML5 UI compatible with most mobile and
desktop platforms

Native dealers in English, Spanish, Portuguese, 
Turkish, Vietnamese, Philippine, Mandarin and French

Eight studios globally

12 Roulette tables available 24/7
Multiple camera-view mixing

Dynamic chroma key broadcasting

Roulette tables from recognized 
land-based casinos

Portrait and landscape mode available

Multi Branded tables

American & European Roulette



OUR GAMES

MAIN

LIVE BLACKJACK

FEATURES

Vivo Gaming's seven-seat and Absolute Blackjack tables enhance the classic casino game. Our Blackjack software guaran-
tees full interaction between players and dealers. Our dealers are trained to make the experience fun and personal so the 
customer can enjoy the "face to face" feel on desktop or mobile.  

Vivo Gaming’s fully responsive HTML5 interface includes bet behind, no limit seating and additional side bets, ensuring your 
players enjoy Blackjack to the fullest. 

This Game Is Compatible With:

Side bets available: Perfect pair, 
21+3 on Desktop and Mobile

LIMITLESS BLACKJACK AVAILABLE

26 languages available

Fully interactive chat with Customize Bet Limits
dealer experience

Multiple studios and table
styles to choose from

Bet behind feature - no limit to
players on each table



OUR GAMES

MAIN

LIVE BACCARAT

FEATURES

Vivo Gaming's Baccarat (Punto Banco) makes players feel like high rollers no matter the stakes. 

Vivo Gaming's approach to Baccarat offers a feeling of luxury and sophistication. A wide variety of roadmaps, a new full 
cross-platform HTML5 product and a range of studio styles and dealers will keep your players engaged and entertained.

This Game Is Compatible With:

Multiple studios and table
styles to choose from

Offering 5 different roadmaps
plus predictions

26 different languages with all
major Asian languages available

Unique live lobby activation
"Live Thumbnails"

Unique studio concepts

Portrait and landscape
mode available

5 Available
ROADMAPS

All Side Bets
AVAILABLE

ALWAYS VISIBLE ON DESKTOP/MOBILE

20 + tables offering 
24/7 streaming

Speed baccarat available



OUR GAMES

CASINO HOLD’EM
This version of the classic Casino Hold'em game sees the player enjoy the live experience against the dealer, allowing an 
unlimited number of players to enjoy the game. As real as it gets, Vivo Gaming's rendition will revitalize this age-old game for 
your customers.

This Game Is Compatible With:

MAIN

FEATURES
Unlimited players Side bets available Fastest growing online

game in 2019
Jackpot available

Customize
BET LIMITS

Unlimited
SEATS OPTION



OUR GAMES

DRAGON TIGER
Dragon Tiger is an Asian casino game that is increasingly present in 
many online casinos worldwide. Players love it because of the speed, 
the odds, and simplicity of the game. Different from Baccarat, Dragon 
Tiger resembles the game of Casino War; a single card is dealt to the 
Dragon Spot and then one to the Tiger Spot. No additional cards are 
drawn, and the player bets on the outcome instead of playing against 
the dealer.

Another one of Vivo Gaming’s proven revenue generators, particularly 
in the Eastern Regions of the globe, where simple chances and 
choices prove to be player favourites. Vivo is quick to recognize this 
surge in popularity and has developed a Dragon Tiger game for our 
operators to offer their players.

TEEN PATTI
If you are looking to improve your existing range of online casino titles, 
live Teen Patti should be the obvious choice. It can benefit existing 
fans of the card game by providing them with a brand-new way to play 
and can introduce players unfamiliar with the card game to one of the 
most popular titles that has players transfixed at both land-based and 
online casinos.

Vivo Gaming can provide the best Teen Patti live casino solution that 
is guaranteed to be a hit with both experienced and inexperienced 
players. It can also be flawlessly integrated with your existing 
platform with minimum upheaval and disruption allowing you to 
continue offering your existing catalogue of titles with little to no 
interruption to your players in the process.

This Game Is Compatible With:

This Game Is Compatible With:



This Game Is Compatible With:

This Game Is Compatible With:

MAIN

FEATURES

Live Host Background of your
choice

Multi-Camera Available Player Chat Interaction Available in Mobile
and Desktop

OUR GAMES

LIVE BINGO

ANDAR BAHAR

The Live Bingo game is a multi-player game that uses our 
unique chromakey technology to broadcast a continuous 
live and engaging show 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week, uniting players from all over the world. Integrating 
various backdrops and designs tailored to each operator 
in order to localize each brand with their own style, 
resulting in a distinct product. 

The Live Bingo has a basic interface that is accessible 
across all platforms, is simple to integrate, and is a fun 
gaming classic to add to youy repertorie.

The Live Bingo game is a multi-player game that uses our 
unique chromakey technology to broadcast a continuous 
live and engaging show 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week, uniting players from all over the world. Integrating 
various backdrops and designs tailored to each operator 
in order to localize each brand with their own style, 
resulting in a distinct product. 

The Live Bingo has a basic interface that is accessible 
across all platforms, is simple to integrate, and is a fun 
gaming classic to add to youy repertorie.



SOLUTIONS

NEW PLAYER LOBBY WITH UNIQUE FEATURES 

MAIN FEATURES

Fully Customisable Experience

Array of new Features

Enhanced User Experience

Landscape & portrait modes

Dynamic & Custom Profiles

Selection of Live Dealer 
and RNG games

Compatible with latest CMS systems

Branded skins

NEW STUDIOS 
Enjoy Vivo Gaming's latest Studios, providing Portuguese, Spanish, English and Turkish speaking dealers.

URUGUAY

LIVE

COLOMBIA

LIVE

BULGARIA

LIVE

1

LIVE

BULGARIA 2

PHILIPPINES

LIVE

MALTA

LIVE

EUROPE

LIVE

COMING SOON

NEW STUDIOS

LIVE

CAMBODIA



DYNAMIC 
CHROMAKEY
AVAILABLE  

SOLUTIONS

FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE CHROMA KEY 

OVERVIEW

Chroma Key replaces a solid color
background with a whole new visual 
of your choice.

The dealer can be placed in front of 
any location,animation,brand, logo,or
graph imaginable. The same technology
is used for our Live Dealer tables,making
the offering truly unique and adaptable!   



SOLUTIONS

FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE CHROMA KEY 

WHY CHROMA KEY?
One table can be used for multiple brands
Static image or video background
Place your dealer in front of any location, brand or graphic
No additional tables, equipment, staff or studio space is required
Update your background for any sporting or holiday event:
     Olympics
     World Cup
     Christmas
     Chinese New Year



The Vivo Account Management Team offers promotional support to enable you to make 
the best choices for you and your operators. We pride ourselves on our flexibility and are 
always on hand to customize and optimize your promotions.

PROMOTIONAL
PACKAGES

Promotional Options
MONTHLY REVENUE

INCENTIVES

At Vivo Gaming, we lower the 
monthly rev share for between 

two weeks to a month to enable 
our partners to increase their 

revenues during specific 
promotions. Our partners can 

save from 20 to 80% in rev share 
as a result. Now that’s what we 

call a perfect partnership!

Cash Back
AMAZING

ROLLING REBATE

Reward players by paying back a 
percentage of their total bets the 
higher the bets during the promo 

the bigger the payback! 
It’s a win-win!

Case study
TOURNAMENT
LEADERBOARD

The results speak for themselves 
for all our promotions with up to 
280% in player growth and more 

than 300% growth for many of our 
operator partners across our live 
dealer tournament leaderboards a 
new way to engage your players 

and drive revenues.



PROMOTIONAL
 TOURNAMENT TOOL 
Creating a sense of competition never fails to 
boost retention and our best-in-class Promotional 
Tournament Tool combines the most effective 
elements of these contests to ensure players have 
a truly unforgettable experience.

The feature engages customers through amazing 
prizes, displaying boosters and the potential of a 
big win at the end, all while letting them know in 
real-time when they are close to the top spot! 

MAIN
FEATURES

Unlimited 
Players

Players 
ranked Countdown

timer

Progresive 
Jackpots

Interactive 
Leaderboards

Real-time
communication 



OFFERING:

3RD PARTY
PROVIDERS

The Vivo Gaming offering is further bolstered via 
our unique partnership with some of the 
iGaming industry’s leading third-party providers 
enabling you to complement our best-in-class 
live casino products with a host of classic 
slots, Keno and bingo games as well as ideal 
cross-sell opportunities in virtual sports and 
sports betting integrations.



SEAMLESS
API INTEGRATION

Our advanced API integration methods allow iGaming operators and aggregators the 
possibility to maintain full control and manage their client/end-user account while 
expanding their offering with an exciting and interactive selection of Vivo Gaming’s Live 
Dealer and RNG Games.

OFFERING:

F U L L  T R A N S A C T I O N A L
R E P O R T I N G

R e l i a b l e  a n d  
E a sy  t o  i m p l e m e n t

M u lt i p l e  
I n t e g r at i o n s
M e t h o d s

T w o  m e t h o d s  o f  i n t e g r at i o n
C o m m o n  Wa l l e t  ( S e a m l e s s  A P I )
&  T w o  Wa l l e t  ( F u n d s  T r a n s f e r  A P I )

R e a l  T i m e  
C o m m u n i c at i o n
b e t w e e n  sys t e m s

H i g h ly
S c a l a b l e



PRODUCT

BACKOFFICE MANAGEMENT TOOL

STATISTIC TOOLS PLAYER CRM

GAME CONFIGURATIONS PAYMENT METHODS FOR CASH AND CREDIT MARKETS

GAME HISTORY VISUALIZATIONS UNIQUE GAME PROMOTION TOOLS

RISK MANAGEMENT TOOLS MULTILEVEL HIERARCHY AGENT STRUCTURE

LANGUAGES FOR BACKOFFICE UX B2B SUPPORT

PLAYER MANAGEMENT REAL TIME MONITORING TOOLS

FULL HISTORY REPORTING TOOLS AFFILIATE MANAGEMENT

HTML5 BACKOFFICE
RESPONSIVE



    Dedicated tables setup on your casino floor
    Studio Hosting from eight studios on three continents
    Custom design of your choice
    In-resort gaming solutions
    Native speaking dealers
    HD quality streaming
    Seven different table games

    Cross-platform technology
    HTML5 customized interface
    Turnkey solution
    24/7 dedicated tech support
    Global studio set up experience
    Dynamic chromakey broadcasting feature
    And more amazing features coming soon

DEDICATED ENVIRONMENTS 
Create your own customized and localized live casino studio with Vivo Gaming. Our experts will guide you 
through every step of the process, from studio design to dealer training, production and branding requirements.



CUSTOMIZATION OF
ONLINE PLATFORMS

Our Data feed API provides operators with the option to
integrate their API, including game results  and video feed,
within  their own live casino vertical and offers our tables to 
their players under their brand. The solution is ideal for 
existing Live Dealer providers, RNG providers considering 
developing live dealer games, and tier-one operators looking 
to develop their live games. The dedicated solution can 
include branded tables integrated directly into operators’ Live 
Dealer vertical.

In this model, we offer both video and data streams in an 
incredibly organized data structure, which can easily tap into 
an existing live dealer platform. The solution’s timestamp 
mechanism ensures 100% synchronization between the video 
and the results feed.

In this solution there will be no need to deploy any 
technologies in the studio location, it will be received from 
Vivo as a live data/video stream in an agreed format that 
includes all events coming from the studio.

DATA FEED API 

CASINO

R O U L E T T E B L A C K J A C K B A C C A R A T D R A G O N  T I G E R

4 36 17 14 29 332 4 36 17 14 29 332

4 36 17 14 29 332



RETAIL/LAND

TURNKEY / RETAIL / LAND-BASED
KIOSK / AGENT SYSTEMS

Vivo Gaming helps operators add and combine new options for customers within their land-based operations. 
We understand and value the requirements of land-based operators and are devoted to providing creative and 
reliable solutions for betting shop operators, casinos, kiosks and agent systems. 

We take care of designing a Genuine Casino Website according to your vision or an expansion of your current 
brand. Supported by our team of tech and design experts, we offer diversified services.

    Download version equipped with innovative HD video streaming
    Multiple payment options
    Multi-level hierarchy agent structure
    White label

    Personalized Branding
    Data Analytics
    Powerful Back Office
    Content Support
    Player Reports
    Management Systems



Open your doors to the online world, VIVO VLB has been developed for today’s digital casino gaming experience, offering a direct 
link between the land-based casino and the emerging online gaming industry, merging both to provide a seamless experience. 

Vivo’s years of industry experience and knowledge allow us to provide a simple and cost-effective solution for our operator 
partners. Your customers can visit their favorite casino online from any device or on the move, giving them the real feel of your 
casino anywhere and at any time. We understand that players choose to play at well-known casino brands. By opening the 
land-based casino doors to global players in a secure and engaging online setting, players receive a true Live Casino 
experience.

CONNECT YOUR ONLINE LAND-BASED GAMING CASINO TO THE GLOBAL MARKET



VIVO VLB InResort uses tablet devices for deployment within and throughout the casino environment. Today’s casinos are huge 
entertainment facilities, VIVO VLB InResort enables Vivo clients to expand their gaming floor by providing live gameplay from 
anywhere in the casino complex via WiFi. Using smartphones, tablets, laptops, smart TVs, terminals and cruise ship infrastructure, 
players can play from anywhere, anytime.

VIVO VLB – IN RESORT



VIVO GAMING COMPLIANCE 
IS AT THE HEART OF OUR CULTURE
Vivo Gaming complies with the highest industry levels of fair and responsible gaming. Professional operating procedures and 
complete transparency are the foundations of our business. Our broadcast operations follow strict land-based casino regulation, 
and we ensure all casino and recording equipment used in our broadcasting facilities are provided by industry-leading regulated 
manufacturers to assure accuracy and loyalty. Vivo Gaming live dealer products are verified by the Bulgarian State Commission of 
Gambling and Licensed by the Curacao eGaming Licensing Authority. 

Vivo Gaming live dealer products have been tested and approved for accuracy, fairness and reliability by GLI Gaming Laboratories 
International. Vivo Gaming is also permitted to distribute its certified products to Isle of Man Gambling Supervisory Commission 
(GSC) licensees.



GROWING WITH OUR FRIENDS

SCAN FOR DEMOsales@vivogaming.com vivo.gaming www.vivogaming.com


